-Term premium is important (Replicate the yield curve) -Statistical approach, do not care about macro interpretation -Risk premium use to be endogenous -Usually forecasting purpose Some examples: Vasiceck (1977) , Cox, Ingersoll&Ross (1985) , Diebold&Li(2006) Macro Finance Approach:
-Reply the yield curve using an affine model and introduce as factors some macro variables.
Macro Finance approach
The same model for several purposes:
•Macro interpretation: By adding macro variables you can link their evolution to that of the interest rates. ABW(2007) , Hördhal and Tristani (2008) •Forecasting Purpose: Financial market expectation would be embedded along the term structure Lee (2007) , Garcia and Werner (2008) •Good estimation properties: Unobserved components allows for flexible estimation ABW (2007) , Hördhal and Tristani (2008) , Lee (2007) We will use as factors the term structure components as factors
We estimate the risk premia ( instead of an inflation risk premia)
Easy to obtain the decomposition and more robust results.
The model provides some acceptable results for real interest rate in a country involved in a convergence process
The inflation expectations evolution and the risk premia evolution seems to be compatible with other variables
What do we obtain? There is no arbitrage opportunity: Differences among models will be given by the X t factors used Latent (endogenous) factor Latent (endogenous) factor model implies some estimation problems:
•Results are sensitive to the terms observed without error 
Long term interest rates
Slope Curvature
•Add inflation rate in order to decompose (Diebold and Li model aim was forecasting)
Advantages:
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Conclusions
We propose an affine methodology based on observed components to decompose nominal interest rate that was applied to a convergence episode Traditional macro models did not offer an evolution for real risk free rate interest rate in a convergence country compatible with other macro figures (inflation rate, productivity, housing price, stock exchange index…)
Our results point out that most of the variation of nominal interest rate was capture by risk premia and that during several years inflation expectation was clearly above the observed one. Countries currently involved in a convergence process Countries with currency crisis and strong changes in inflation expectations and risk premia Nominal interest rate decomposition: US. 5 Years 
